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Abstract—Visual crowdsourcing (VCS) offers an inexpensive method to collect visual data for implementing tasks, such as 3D mapping and place detection, thanks to the prevalence of smartphone cameras. However, without proper guidance, participants may not always collect data from desired locations with a required Quality-of-Information (QoI). This often causes either a lack of data in certain areas, or extra overheads for processing unnecessary redundancy. In this work, we propose SnapTask, a participatory VCS system that aims at creating complete indoor maps by guiding participants to efficiently collect visual data of high QoI. It applies Structure-from-Motion (SfM) techniques to reconstruct 3D models of indoor environments, which are then converted into indoor maps. To increase coverage with minimal redundancy, SnapTask determines locations for the next data collection tasks by analyzing the coverage of the generated 3D model and the camera views of the collected images. In addition, it overcomes the limitations of SfM techniques by utilizing crowdsourced annotations to reconstruct featureless surfaces (e.g. glass walls) in the 3D model. According to a field test in a library, the indoor map generated by SnapTask successfully reconstructs 100% of the library walls and 98.12% of objects and traversal areas within the library. With the same amount of input data, our design of guided data collection increases the map coverage by 20.72% and 34.45%, respectively, compared with unguided participatory and opportunistic VCS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual Crowdsourcing (VCS) has become a popular paradigm of collecting photos and videos of interesting objects and views from widely available smartphone cameras [1]. It has been applied to obtain visual data for detecting cherry trees by the roads [2], reconstructing floor plans [3], [4], and providing information in emergency situations [5], just to name a few. However, the crowdsourced data do not always provide useful and accurate information. Therefore, proper guidance on data collection would be needed, in order to achieve high Quality-of-Information (QoI).

In this work we develop SnapTask, a VCS system that guides participants to collect visual data with high QoI in order to build complete indoor maps in an efficient manner. Our system reconstructs 3D models from crowdsourced images using Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [4], [6] techniques, and compiles indoor maps from the 3D models. In our case, QoI refers to the amount of useful information the data can contribute to the reconstruction of the indoor maps. In practice, it can be quantified by measuring the increase in the completeness of the maps.

In order to collect visual data with high QoI and to create complete indoor maps with minimal amount of data, there are three challenges to be solved. The first is the lack of data in some areas, as participants tend to move around public hotspots instead of performing a purely random movement [7], [8]. On the other hand, redundant data collected from public hotspots imposes extra processing costs, which becomes the second challenge. The third one comes from the limitations of the current computer vision techniques. For example, Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [4], [6] has been widely used for creating maps. An SfM algorithm can generate a 3D representation of a space from unordered 2D images. However, SfM algorithms fail in reconstructing featureless surfaces, such as glass walls and mirrors.

SnapTask solves the above-mentioned challenges in three steps. Firstly, it provides a novel task generation approach that identifies the areas of lacking data based on the analysis of model coverage. Secondly, it determines what kind of data to collect, either images for 3D reconstruction or the ones for reconstructing featureless surfaces. It then guides participants to collect the required data. Thirdly, it overcomes the issue of reconstructing featureless surfaces by utilizing the annotations provided by participants. In practice, it provides an online tool for participants to annotate the bounds of featureless surfaces, and imprints the surfaces with artificial and distinctive textures.

Through an evaluation in a library in Aalto University we show that SnapTask achieves 100% reconstruction of library walls and 98.12% reconstruction of obstacles and traversable areas inside the library. Furthermore, with same amount of input data, our approach of data collection outperforms un-guided participatory VCS and opportunistic VCS by 20.72% and 34.45%, respectively, in terms of model coverage. We also show that the system achieves 98.14% precision and 90.23% F-score in reconstructing featureless surfaces.

In summary we make the following contributions:

1) We develop a guided participatory crowdsourcing system capable of collecting visual data with high QoI for building complete indoor maps.

2) We design task generation algorithms that issue tasks only in locations, from where the collected photos would contribute the most to the completeness of an indoor map.
3) We invent a way to reconstruct featureless surfaces in SfM-based 3D models by employing crowdsourced annotations.
4) We evaluate the system with a field test in a library, and prove the effectiveness of our design.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces SfM and different approaches of VCS. Section III and IV explain how we design and implement our system. Section V defines evaluation criteria and discusses the experimental results. Section VI reviews the related work before we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this work we aim at developing an efficient VCS system for creating complete indoor maps. This section will introduce the SfM techniques for implementing 3D modeling, as well as the different ways to conduct VCS. Moreover, it will discuss the key challenges of building complete indoor maps from crowdsourced visual data.

A. Structure from Motion

SfM is a way of recovering a 3D world from 2D images [9]. There are several freely available SfM solutions. Examples include Bundler [10], VisualSfM [11] and OpenMVG [12]. A typical pipeline of SfM starts with visual feature extraction from images, and continues with matching them within image pairs and triangulating the matched 2D positions into 3D points using a multi view geometry (see Figure 1). Having enough photos of a particular place or an object, one can reconstruct a 3D representation of that object in terms of a point cloud or a 3D mesh. The output of the SfM pipeline includes a 3D point cloud and camera poses of the images used to build the 3D point cloud. The camera pose refers to a position and facing direction of a camera that took the photo. Throughout the paper we will refer to 3D point cloud and its corresponding camera poses as an SfM-based 3D model or a 3D model in short. To calculate camera’s field-of-view and its visibility coverage, a camera pose information is typically combined with a focal length from the photo EXIF\(^1\) metadata. SfM models can be updated by adding additional photos as an input to an SfM pipeline. The new photos get registered alongside the already existing ones and typically increase the number of 3D points in the model. SfM-based 3D models have also been used for implementing image-based localization [13] and augmented reality based navigation [14].

Currently, SfM still faces a few important challenges. Firstly, it relies on an initial feature extraction stage, when visual features are found and extracted from 2D photos. Usually a feature is represented as a gradient change in an image, therefore, most features are extracted from texture-full surfaces, alongside corners and edges of visible objects and from other regions of the 2D image that has notable changes in color and texture. Afterwards, the extracted features are used as a basis for calculation of 3D points and structures. Therefore, objects made of glass, highly reflective or other featureless materials cannot be reconstructed using traditional SfM techniques, since state-of-the-art feature extractors detect no useful features there. Such objects include windows, glass doors, office walls, mirrors and any see-through items.

Secondly, SfM algorithms are highly compute intensive with an exponentially increasing processing time. Dong et al. [7] pointed out a high demand of computing resources as one of the main challenges for building crowdsourced SfM models. Moreover, Guo et al. argues that depending on an application, visual crowdsourced data can have a high degree of redundancy that leads to computing overhead [1]. Regarding SfM, the whole reconstruction pipeline highly relies on the number of extracted visual features. In order to reconstruct a single 3D point, there needs to be 2 or more images containing exactly the same visual features, thus covering the same parts of the view. Having even more photos of the same view yields more reconstructed 3D points. Considering our indoor mapping scenario, we only need to have enough 3D points to detect obstacles and enough extracted features to enable image based positioning [13].

B. Different approaches of Visual Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing in general can be classified into opportunistic and participatory crowdsourcing. In the first category, the data is sensed, collected and shared automatically without user intervention. For example, CrowdSense@Place [15] utilized opportunistically captured images and audio clips from smartphones to link place visits with place categories (e.g., store, restaurant). The data was collected automatically by a smartphone app whenever the device was exposed to the environment. In the second category, participants willingly collect visual data by accomplishing assigned data collection tasks. For example Chen et al. [16] developed a crowdsourcing system where users were asked to collect photos while walking along corridors and inside rooms.

Ma et al. [8] pointed out that opportunistic crowdsourcing needs many more participants than participatory crowdsourcing, as people tend to move around particular places and do not mimic arbitrary movement, which greatly reduces the probability of visually covering all aspects of a venue. In this work we propose to apply participatory VCS to collect data for image-based indoor mapping, and place our focus on the design of task generation.

\(^1\) What is EXIF data? https://photographylife.com/what-is-exif-data
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As illustrated in Figure 2, our system consists of a mobile client, an online annotation tool and a backend server. In general, the mobile client is used for collecting images for building SfM models and photos for annotations, the online tool is used to annotate featureless surfaces, while the backend server generates instructions for data collection and processes the received data into indoor maps. The user scenario is described below.

Firstly, given an unknown space, an initial position (e.g. an entrance) is chosen and a set of images is collected at that position, including a set of images for geo-calibration. Geo-calibration is a process to automatically align SfM model to a real world coordinate system and is out of scope of this paper. Based on the collected images, an initial 3D model is created at the backend server.

Secondly, the backend server starts to generate tasks that guide users to collect images or annotations. The 3D model is expected to expand from the initial position, and gradually cover the whole space. Concerning the challenges of crowdsourced indoor mapping described in Section II, we identify 2 different tasks: to collect images and to annotate featureless surfaces.

Thirdly, when a participant requests a task, the location of the task will be sent to the mobile client and displayed on a 2D floor plan (Figure 3a). The floor plan is obtained by projecting a currently available 3D point cloud (e.g. the initial 3D model) onto a ground plane. If the participant confirms the task, the mobile client will receive navigation instructions from the backend server, and will guide the participant to the destination in an Augmented Reality (AR) mode (Figure 3b). We utilize our previous work for indoor positioning and navigation [14].

Fourthly, after arriving at the task location, the mobile client will guide users to conduct the task (Figure 3c). When the task starts, the phone starts taking pictures, as soon as it starts facing the premises at a perpendicular angle. The user is asked to slowly move around 360 degrees. Every 8 degrees the phone automatically captures an image. The phone simultaneously sends the captured images to a cloud server. Once the last image is received, the backend server starts data processing on the uploaded batch of photos. The annotation task is meant to aid reconstruction of featureless surfaces and consists of two parts. First, a user is asked to take photos that include the featureless surface. The photos are sent to an online annotation tool, where participants are asked to mark 4 points of the featureless surfaces on each of the photos. The photos and annotations are then sent to the backend server for processing. The second part of an annotation task does not necessarily need to be accomplished on-site. It can as well be outsourced through online crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Finally, based on the processing results, SnapTask generates new data collection tasks. The loop continues until the system determines that the area is fully covered and no more tasks are sent to mobile clients. To implement the above-described user scenario, the backend server implements three major parts of functionality. 1) 3D model reconstruction, 2) task generation, 3) indoor positioning and AR navigation.

3D model reconstruction An indoor map is not only the required output of our system but is also utilized as an input for intermediate steps inside our system. We start construction of the map by building an SfM model from input photos and appending it to an already existing SfM model. For 3D reconstructions, we utilize a Multi View Geometry framework [12] which builds SfM models from arbitrary input images. We then utilize the SfM model to generate obstacles and visibility maps, and to compute a model coverage. We will present the aforementioned terms and algorithms to calculate them in detail in Section IV.

Task generation The goal of the system is to build maximum coverage indoor floor plans using VCS while minimizing data redundancy and preserving a high level of Quality-of-Information (QoI). Following this principle, the task gener-

---

Fig. 2: SnapTask system overview.

Fig. 3: Mobile VCS data collection application.

---

2https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
Positioning and navigation With SfM-based 3D models, the system can identify user’s current position based on an image taken from where the user is. The localization is implemented based on image feature matching. We reuse the AR navigation functionality developed in our previous work [14]. The module is responsible for providing 2D maps for a client application, serving localization queries and making sure that a client can quickly and easily reach an assigned task location.

IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In order to efficiently collect sufficient data for creating a complete indoor map, our system implements two sets of algorithms. The first algorithm set (Algorithm 1-4) is for identifying locations where more photos or annotations of featureless surfaces are needed. The other set (Algorithms 5-6) calculates the 3D coordinates of featureless surfaces from annotated photos. Before going into the details of these two algorithm sets, we first introduce important key terms.

Obstacles map is a 2D representation of non traversable areas (i.e. obstacles) in a venue. Algorithm 2 describes how we build an obstacles map from a 3D point cloud. The obstacles map is represented as a matrix where each cell of the matrix that contain a real world obstacle has a value greater than 0. Cells with values of 0 represent traversable areas.

Visibility map is a 2D representation of visible areas that have been covered by camera views of the photos used for reconstructing the 3D point cloud. Zhang et al. [17] distinguished two types of coverage in VCS: point coverage and aspect coverage. In order to fully cover a particular aspect, one has to take photos or videos that would cover all sides of that aspect (see Figure 4). Similar with the obstacles map, the visibility map is a matrix where cells with values greater than 0 represent areas covered by camera views. The value of a cell is equal to a number of cameras which fields-of-view cover that particular cell. In our work a matrix cell size is 15 cm, which maps the cell into a physical area of 15cm x 15cm. The size can be adjusted depending on a venue size and a required granularity - typically between 10cm and 50cm.

Algorithm 1 Generating Tasks

Input: Set of photos \( P \), existing model \( M \), current model \( CV \), task generation algorithm \( T \), set of tasks \( T \)

Output: New model \( M_f \), obstacles map \( O \), visibility map \( CV \), set of tasks \( T \)

1: build an SfM model \( M_1 \) from \( P \) and \( M \)
2: \( M_f \) \( \leftarrow \) sorFilter\((M_1)\)
3: \( O \) \( \leftarrow \) calculateObstaclesMap\((M_f)\)
4: \( CV \) \( \leftarrow \) calculateVisibilityMap\((M_f, O)\)
5: \( coverage \) \( \leftarrow \) \( O \cup CV \)
6: if \( P \in M_f \) and \( coverage > C \) then
7: areas \( \leftarrow \) findUnvisited\((O, CV, MAX_TASKS)\)
8: if \( size(areas) = 0 \) then
9: \( T \) \( \leftarrow \) \( \emptyset \)
10: else
11: \( T \) \( \leftarrow \) setLocationNextTasks\((areas)\)
12: end if
13: else
14: quality \( \leftarrow \) checkPhotoQuality\((P)\)
15: if \( quality \leq LOW_QUALITY \) then
16: \( T \) \( \leftarrow \) generateTask\((L)\)
17: else if \( triedAtLocation\((L) > TT \) then
18: \( T \) \( \leftarrow \) generateAnnotationTask\((L)\)
19: end if
20: end if
21: return \( M_f, O, CV, T \)

The coverage of the 3D point cloud, also called the model coverage, is the union of the coverage of the obstacles and the visibility maps (see Figure 10). Any particular place in a venue is considered as an unvisited area, if it is not included in neither the obstacles map nor the visibility map.

A. Task Generation Algorithms

Algorithm 2 calculateObstaclesMap

Input: 3D point cloud \( M \)

Output: Obstacles map \( O \)

1: \( O \) \( \leftarrow \) \( \emptyset \)
2: compute OctoMap [18] \( Om \) from \( M \)
3: \( Om' \) \( \leftarrow \) merge \( Om \) cells along up-pointing axis
4: for cell\([i, j]\) \( \in Om' \) do
5: if cell \( \geq OBSTACLE\_THRESHOLD \) then
6: \( O[i, j] \) \( \leftarrow \) cell
7: else
8: \( O[i, j] \) \( \leftarrow \) 0
9: end if
10: end for
11: return \( O \)

Algorithm 1 describes the workflow of task generation. It consists of 4 steps.

Firstly, when a new set of photos are uploaded to the backend server, the server tries to register the new photos into the existing 3D point cloud. Each photo is expected to
As the current computer vision techniques cannot extract visual features from featureless surfaces, such as interior walls or glass panels, we propose to ask participants to manually label the bounds of featureless surfaces that appear in the photos. In practice, if Algorithm 1 generates an annotation task, the task will be completed in two steps. Firstly, photos that capture the featureless surfaces are taken from the given unvisited cell by recursively checking four neighbouring cells (up, down, left, right). We consider a cell unvisited if it does not contain any obstacles and is covered by less than COVERED_VIEW_TOLERANCE camera views. In our system we set COVERED_VIEW_TOLERANCE = 3 since SfM pipeline that we use needs at least 3 observations of a same point to reconstruct it in 3D space. Once we find an unvisited cell, we recursively check unvisited neighbouring cells (line 7) until we find enough cells to cover an area defined by MIN_AREA_SIZE (2.25m² in our system). We take a center point of the discovered unvisited area and convert it to a 3D position. It is the position where a new task will take place.

Finally, if for some reason the new photos were not added to a model or the model coverage did not increase even after adding the photos, additional actions are taken. The backend server first examines the quality of the photos. It uses variation of the Laplacian [20] to calculate the blurriness of the photos, as blurry photos cannot be used for 3D reconstruction. High blurriness indicates poor quality input, when e.g. the camera was of a low quality or the worker did not manage to capture steady pictures. In this case the server simply assigns the same task to other participants. It may happen that the photos were of a high quality but still did not contribute in growing the 3D model. It commonly indicates that there are featureless surfaces which cannot be reconstructed by conventional SfM techniques. In this case the server generates an annotation task for the same location L, if the situation happened more than TT times (in our case TT = 2).

The output of Algorithm 1 includes an updated 3D point cloud, an obstacles map, a visibility map, and either a set of new crowdsourcing tasks or a notification that the venue is fully covered. The model and maps are stored in a database for further iterations.

B. Featureless surfaces reconstruction

As the current computer vision techniques cannot extract visual features from featureless surfaces, such as interior walls or glass panels, we propose to ask participants to manually label the bounds of featureless surfaces that appear in the photos. In practice, if Algorithm 1 generates an annotation task, the task will be completed in two steps. Firstly, photos that capture the featureless surfaces are taken from the given

---

**Algorithm 3 calculateVisibilityMap**

**Input:** 3D point cloud M, Obstacles map O

**Output:** visibility map all_fields

1: extract camera positions P and facing directions D from M
2: all_fields $\leftarrow$ empty matrix
3: for $p \in P$, $d \in D$ do
4:   $f = foe(p, d)$ //compute single camera coverage
5:   visible_field $\leftarrow$ intersect$(f, O)$ //update coverage regarding obstacles (see Figure 4)
6: end for
7: all_fields $\leftarrow$ all_fields + visible_field
8: return all_fields

---

**Algorithm 4 findUnvisited**

**Input:** obstacles map O, camera views CV, number of areas to find N

**Output:** unvisited areas found

1: found $\leftarrow 0$, queue $\leftarrow$ set(), checked $\leftarrow$ Matrix
2: queue $\leftarrow$ initial position
3: while queue $\neq \emptyset$ and size(found) $< N$ do
4:   $q \leftarrow$ poll(queue)
5:   if $q$ is not checked then
6:     if $CV(q) < \text{COVERED\_VIEW\_TOLERANCE}$ then
7:       area $\leftarrow$ expand(node)
8:       updateCheckedCells(area, checked)
9:     end if
10:    end if
11:   end if
12:   if size(area) $\geq \text{MIN\_AREA\_SIZE}$ then
13:     found $\leftarrow$ area
14:   end if
15:   add any empty adjacent cell positions to q
16: end while
17: return found

---

contain regular EXIF metadata as well as a venue identifier. After building a model, we filter the SfM model with Statistical Outlier Filter [19] (line 2) to remove any outlier 3D points.

Secondly, the server updates the obstacles map and the visibility map based on Algorithm 2 and 3, respectively. OBSTACLE_THRESHOLD in Algorithm 2 refers to a minimum number of points inside of a cell of a merged Oc-toMap Omn', for this cell to be considered as a part of an obstacle. In our work we set OBSTACLE_THRESHOLD = 4.

Thirdly, if the model coverage increases, the backend server searches for the remaining unvisited areas based on Algorithm 4, and generates photo-taking tasks in selected unvisited areas. The maximum number of tasks to generate in each iteration is defined by the parameter MAX_TASKS. The maximum amount of possible tasks also depends on the size of the unvisited areas. Currently we generate 1 task at a time per participant. In Algorithm 4, we use a flood fill based algorithm. We start at a cell in a matrix and search for a closest

---

Fig. 5: a) an example of a featureless surface marked with an artificial texture. b) a view of a point cloud with an obstacle reconstructed using the artificial texture. Green dots indicate camera positions.
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The object we have a set of marked 2D points. We use
3-4). We then collect annotations of each distinct object from
DBSCAN [21] clustering to get distinct marked objects (lines
(see Figure 6b), thus, we design our algorithm to robustly
have labelled different obstacles and with variable precision
obstacles
N

Input: photo sets P, a set of 2D annotations A
Output: obstacles bounds N
1: N ⇐ ∅
2: for pSet ∈ P do
3:  C ⇐ find annotation A[pSet[0]] center
4:  center_clusters ⇐ cluster(C)
5:  for photo ∈ pSet do
6:    obstacles ⇐ ∅
7:    for center ∈ center_clusters do
8:      α ⇐ A[photo] corresponding to center
9:        obstacles[i] ⇐ α
10:  end for
11:  for o ∈ obstacles do
12:    k_sets = kmeans(o, 4) //using 4 clusters for 4
points
13:    corner_points = cluster(k_sets)
14:    N[photo, o] ⇐ corner_points
15:  end for
16: end for
17: return N

After the photos are annotated, we obtain bounds of labelled
obstacles N by using Algorithm 5. The participants may
have labelled different obstacles and with variable precision
(see Figure 6b), thus, we design our algorithm to robustly
detect and combine annotations of objects inside images. In
the algorithm we firstly obtain centres of annotations using
DBSCAN [21] clustering to get distinct marked objects (lines
3-4). We then collect annotations of each distinct object from
subsequent photos in the same set (lines 6-11). Finally, for
each the object we have a set of marked 2D points. We use

k-means algorithm [22] to find 4 sets of points and utilize
DBSCAN to pinpoint actual locations of every point (line 14).

We then choose unique distinctive textures from an artificial
texture database to imprint on annotated images and execute
SfM reconstruction with a generated image set (Algorithm 6).
We use imagemagick3 to project a generated 2D image on
each marked photo. Since now the glass area contains enough
features, the annotated area gets reconstructed and any possible
reflections of that photo are removed from the model (see
Figure 5). Since we use distinctive colors, it is easy to locate
the artificial points later on in a model, in case they need to
be analyzed separately.

As an alternative approach, it is also possible to obtain 3D
coordinates of the labels based on triangulation. However, it
requires that the labelled photos have been registered into the
SfM model beforehand. As the photos may contain reflective
surfaces and the reflections are seen as blurry objects, the
3D reconstruction process would highly likely fail. Therefore,
we decide to render an artificial distinctive texture on the
annotated photos before passing it to the SfM pipeline.

V. EVALUATION

We tested SnapTask with 10 participants in a library in Aalto
University, and evaluated how efficiently our system can guide
participants to collect enough data for creating a complete
indoor map. In the experiments, participants received tasks
generated automatically by the backend server, and used our
mobile client for taking photos for reconstruction and annota-
tions. For a comparison, we also collected data in opportunistic
and unguided participatory manner, and evaluated the achieved
coverage and the amount of photos used.

In this section we will first introduce our experimental setup
and measurement metrics, and then describe the datasets and
the experimental results.

A. Experimental Setup

The library where we tested our system is an arbitrarily
shaped space that includes bookshelves, computer worksta-
tions, sofas, etc. (see Figure 7). The size of the area is around

3https://www.imagemagick.org/script/index.php
Two outer walls of the library are made of bricks, while the other two are made of large transparent glass panels. To bootstrap our system we shot a 2-minutes video near the entrance, and collected 39 photos for geo-calibration. From the video we extracted 46 frames, added 39 geo-calibration photos and created an initial model (see top left image in Figure 10). Afterwards, the system can generate crowdsourcing tasks with particular locations inside the library.

To update the initial model, we collected photos from the library in 3 different ways (described in Section V-B), and compare how the coverage of the generated maps increases with the amount of collected photos. More specifically, we measure the coverage of the reconstructed outer bounds and visible areas that include obstacles and traversable paths within the bounds. Here, obstacles refer not only to walls but also sofas, desks, tables, and other pieces of furniture that determine the traversal areas in the venue. Chairs and other movable objects are not considered, since their locations often change and do not necessarily block the traversable paths. Regarding a complete visibility of an area, it is required that all aspects of the area are covered by camera views (see Figure 4).

We used a laser range finder to obtain ground truth measurements inside the library. We firstly calculated the total length of the outer bounds which was 98.89 meters. Note that we have excluded the length of the entrance, since the photos for creating initial 3D model were collected at the entrance door and the entrance was already included in the initial model. Secondly, we obtained ground truth visibility and obstacles maps (see Figure 12d) by measuring obstacles’ sizes and distances between them.

B. Datasets

We conducted 3 experiments in the library to compare our guided participatory crowdsourcing to opportunistic crowdsourcing and unguided participatory crowdsourcing.

We used the following smartphones for experiments and data collection inside the library: Samsung Galaxy S7 and Apple iPhone 7 for opportunistic and unguided participatory crowdsourcing, and Samsung Galaxy S7 and LG Nexus 5 for guided participatory crowdsourcing. Regarding the annotation tasks, we developed an online tool for labelling featureless surfaces following the instructions described in Section V-C3.

1) Opportunistic crowdsourcing: We envision that in a near future more people will use smart wearable devices that can easily capture images of what a person sees, e.g. smart glasses. Such devices would be perfect tools for opportunistic VCS. For our current experiment, however, we asked participants to carry a smartphone in front of them – mocking a smart wearable device – that was taking a video of the surroundings. We have asked 10 participants to carry out their daily activities in the library, e.g. going to a meeting room, finding a book, accessing a local workstation, and collected visual data while they were walking through the library.

We collected 20 videos along the participants’ walking paths of a total length of 369 seconds. The paths are show in Figure 8. Blue icons indicate camera positions of extracted frames that were eventually used for model reconstruction. We used a sliding window frame extraction approach, where we select only a sharpest frame in that window, to prevent blurry samples from being added to the dataset. For this experiment we defined the window size of 30 and extracted 700 sharpest video frames for model reconstruction.

2) Unguided participatory sensing: For the second dataset, we asked each of the 10 participants to capture 100 photos inside a library. None of the participants were experts in computer vision and were taking arbitrary photos in the venue. After obtaining the photos, we filtered out blurry ones with variation of the Laplacian [20], since this task can be done automatically. We used 903 sharpest images the dataset.

3) Guided participatory sensing: We utilized the mobile application to collect data at the locations defined by the task generation algorithms.

Our system generated in total 17 crowdsourcing tasks at different positions. 11 tasks to collect photos and 6 tasks to annotate bounds of featureless surfaces. During 11 photo collection tasks we collected 633 photos that were used for SfM reconstructions. Figure 9 shows locations and sequence of all the generated tasks. A red circle indicates system generated task position, while a blue cross shows a mean center camera position of a corresponding collected photo set. The mean center position is calculated after the photos were added to the SfM model.

There is an offset between system generated locations and the actual locations where the photos were taken. It is because
of two reasons. 1) the system is only aware of an already reconstructed area. It generates a task inside an unknown area, close to the last mapped obstacles. It may happen that the location is inside an actual undiscovered obstacle. 2) the user reaches task location using our indoor positioning system that has up to 1 meter positioning error [14]. However, the offset does not notably influence the final result. In case a location is close to that place as possible. After the model is updated, the system updates its knowledge with newly generated obstacles and takes them into account while generating a next task. In a worst case, if a worker collects photos at a totally different location, the system will generate a new task to collect data at the same location again, until that location is fully covered.

4) Featureless surfaces reconstruction: As mentioned before, our system generated 6 annotation tasks. For each task location, a participant collected $T$ photos that were facing the featureless surface. In this experiment we set $T = 4$. We have uploaded 6 sets of photos to the online annotation tool and asked 15 other participants to label them. We have collected in total 360 annotations.

C. Evaluation results

1) Indoor map reconstruction: To analyze QoI of indoor maps generated by opportunistic and unguided participatory crowdsourcing, we divided corresponding photo sets into 7 parts, 100 photos each. We then took our initial model and added parts of the photo sets one by one to generate evaluation datasets $S_i$, $i \in 1..7$. For each dataset $S_i$ we built an SfM model and calculated map coverage (See Algorithm 1 lines 1-5). We compared the coverage by directly comparing non-zero cells of obstacles and visibility matrices of the generated map to cells of corresponding matrices obtained from the ground truth floor plan. We did not consider any cells that were outside the ground truth coverage map (white area in Figure 12d). We also measured the length of reconstructed outer bounds of the venue in every obstacles map and compared it to the ground truth. During the comparison, we set the bounds reconstruction threshold to $T = 0.15m$, meaning that two segments of the bounds will be considered as one, if a distance between them is less than $T$. Regarding our guided participatory sensing approach, we can analyze model coverage and compare it to a ground truth after each completed photo collection task. Thus, we have 11 datasets for the guided case that we compared to the ground truth map.

We first show how our system incrementally generated the library indoor map. Figure 10 shows how the library model improved after each photo set, in terms of obstacles map and visibility maps. Note that we show here the output after each of the photo collection task. Featureless surfaces annotation tasks are not visualised separately – a more detailed evaluation of such tasks is presented in Section V-C3). The figure clearly indicates that after each photo collection task the system was able to generate floor plans with a higher coverage. We also recognise, that all the area is roughly covered and surrounded by bounding obstacles - outer walls of the library. Our final floor plan reconstruction indicates 98.12% map coverage and it successfully reconstructs 100% of the outer boundaries.

2) Comparison with other crowdsourcing approaches: Figure 11 indicates how the different aspects of generated maps improved with an increase of the amount of input photos.

Figure 11a shows how the length of reconstructed outer bounds changed with an increasing amount of input photos. In case of the opportunistic sensing, the length of reconstructed outer bounds increased steadily but only reached 72.04% of the total bounds. Participatory sensing approach performed better, achieving 80.69%, however after more than 500 photos the length of reconstructed bounds did not improve notably. SnapTask, on the other hand, was able to achieve 100% of outer bounds reconstruction using 11 photo sets and in total 633 images.

Figure 11b represents how model coverage changed with additional crowdsourced photos. It indicates a similar trend as in outer bounds reconstruction. Opportunistic approach reaches at its peak only 63.67% of coverage. Unguided participatory crowdsourcing approach converges at around 500 images, reaching at most 77.4% coverage. Additionally, for this approach we observe a high sudden increase of coverage after 3-4 photo sets were added. It is because random photos are sparse and SfM cannot reconstruct an object that is not covered by at least 3 different camera views. This did not happen with the opportunistic method data set, because subsequent frames from a video usually cover similar views. Our guided participatory approach expands area coverage gradually until it reaches 98.12% of coverage.

SnapTask did not reach 100% coverage in this case due to two reasons. In a few obstacles, we can observe certain white “empty” areas. This is because the SfM model from which the obstacles map was constructed had very sparse points inside a few obstacles, e.g. featureless parts of a table. Other white areas show spots that were too small for the algorithm to consider generating a new task there (we currently set the
Fig. 10: From left to right and from top to bottom: growth of visibility (green) and obstacles (black) maps after each photo collection task. Results of featureless surfaces annotation tasks are included but not distinguished separately. Final coverage map is presented in Figure 12c.

Fig. 11: Comparison of QoI for floor plan reconstruction with 3 different crowdsourcing approaches.

As we see, unguided participatory sensing, performs well only when enough photos are collected. Moreover, when the new obstacles were reconstructed, the model and bounds coverage plateaus quickly and any additional photos do not add notable QoI.

To better understand the results, in Figure 12 we visualized the final floor plans obtained using the 3 different methods. It is clearly visible that some obstacles, especially parts of the outer wall are missing in Figures 12a and 12b. In case of the opportunistic sensing, participants did not visit certain areas of the library, and others were observed only for a short fraction of time (resulting in a very few extracted images for those areas). Regarding the participatory sensing, most of the areas were visited, however, a room in a top right corner was visited by very few participants, thus there were not enough photos to build the SfM model there. Another problem that both approaches faced was a missing glass wall (see Figure 12d). Bounds along some of the glass wall panels were reconstructed, because they either had posters, signs or pieces of furniture close to them. However, only our guided approach was able to pinpoint the missing glass wall locations and by utilizing the featureless surfaces annotation tasks complete the wall boundary there.

3) Featureless surfaces reconstruction: We evaluated how well our system can reconstruct featureless surfaces. For the
TABLE I: Analysis of Featureless Surfaces Reconstruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Identified surfaces</th>
<th>Reconstructed surfaces</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13: Left: Initial annotations marked by workers. Right: Annotations after filtering and applying distinctive textures.

We made sure that SnapTask can indeed detect the featureless surfaces. While carrying out the first part of the evaluation, the system generated 6 tasks to annotate bounds of featureless surfaces. As Figure 9 shows, the tasks 1 and 3-6 were generated near glass walls of the library, while task 2 was generated near a featureless wall of a meeting room.

Table I summarizes results of featureless surfaces reconstruction tasks. Column “Identified surfaces” indicates how many reliably annotated surfaces we extracted from all (in our case from 15) annotations of a particular image set. Figure 13 shows how SnapTask identified reliable annotations and projected artificial textures before passing the images to an SfM reconstruction step. However, a few annotated surfaces were not reconstructed by SFM, thus “reconstructed surfaces” column shows how many of identified surfaces were successfully reconstructed. Precision, recall and F-score illustrates how well and how much of the ground truth wall did the annotated obstacles cover. SnapTask achieved on average 98.14% precision and 90.23% F-score in reconstructing featureless surfaces.

Only in cases 3 and 6 the recall was lower. It is because a featureless surface either stretched through a whole image width, or the object corners to be labelled were far away from the location where the photo was taken. However, large enough portions of obstacles were recovered to fully reconstruct a wall in an obstacles map (see Figure 12c).

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section we review the previous works related to spatial crowdsourcing, and VCS-based indoor mapping.

Spatial Crowdsourcing Spatial crowdsourcing refers to the new paradigm of data collection where participants need to collect data from specific locations [23]. In case of SnapTask, the task description includes the locations where participants are expected to shoot photos. Our focus is placed on determining task locations. This differs from previous works which mainly focused on selecting participants for spatial tasks. For example, Zhang et al. [24] and Song et al. [25] selected participants based on their current positions, in order to minimize incentive budgets while improving the QoI. Cheng et al. [26] extensively studied time constraints for spatial tasks. Our work complements previous works, as the participant selection mechanisms can be applied after task locations are calculated by SnapTask.

VCS-based Indoor Mapping Adoption of VCS for indoor mapping has been extensively studied in recent years. Jigsaw [6] utilizes crowdsourced images to build SfM models and derive obstacle bounds with vanishing lines. The researchers proposed two crowdsourcing tasks based on inertial sensors to measure distances between points of interest. ClickLoc [3] extends the idea of fusing visual and inertial data and further takes into account distances between two consecutive images to reconstruct indoor spaces more accurately. Crowd Map [4] utilizes crowdsourced sensor enriched videos and panoramic reconstructions to infer room bounds and construct floor plans. However, little research has been done for efficient data collection that ensures high QoI. Chen et al. [16] proposed a crowdsourced indoor map generation system, IndoorCrowd2D, which thrives to improve quality of the collected VCS data by warning if a user is moving too fast or facing featureless surfaces. Travi-Navi [27] utilized inertial sensor readings to predict quality of taken images. SnapTask defines QoI not only by image sharpness but also by the contribution to the creation of indoor maps. It guides participants to collect data that is needed for increasing the coverage of indoor maps and for reconstructing featureless surfaces.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present SnapTask, a VCS system that aims at building complete indoor maps in an efficient manner. It generates tasks that guide participants to capture photos of high QoI in unvisited areas, creates 3D models and further indoor maps from the collected photos. It also develops a novel approach for reconstructing featureless surfaces using crowdsourced annotations. Through an evaluation in a library we show that guided crowdsourcing in SnapTask generates data with higher QoI. In terms of model coverage, with a same amount of photos SnapTask outperforms unguided participatory and opportunistic crowdsourcing by 20.72% and 34.45%, respectively. In addition, with crowdsourced annotations, SnapTask manages to reconstruct featureless surfaces with 90.23% F-score. In the future, we plan to integrate incentive mechanisms and location-based participant selection into SnapTask to further improve the efficiency in data collection.